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In early May, a high-level delegation of Chilean business representatives and government officials
will visit Washington to drum up support among US investors and officials to rapidly negotiate a
bilateral free trade accord. Since taking office, President Bill Clinton's administration has repeatedly
expressed support for a trade pact with Chile once negotiations over the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) are completed. In fact, US trade officials say NAFTA is just the first step
toward the establishment of similar accords throughout the Americas, beginning with Chile. "I think
we will gain a lot from an equitable accord that closely integrates the Mexican and US economies,
and from there we should move onto Chile and other market economies throughout Latin America,"
said President Clinton in a press conference on April 23. US Commerce Secretary Ron Brown added,
"NAFTA is just the first step toward a hemispheric trade policy." Despite such positive statements,
however, Chilean business representatives and government officials complain that by promoting
NAFTA as the US's top agenda item, all other free trade accords are indefinitely placed on the back
burner. Worse, any failure in the NAFTA negotiations could force the postponement of all other
trade negotiations in the medium to long term. As a result, the Chilean Chamber of Commerce and
the Production and Trade Confederation (Confederacion de Produccion y Comercio) plan to launch
a major lobbying campaign in Washington in early May to convince US officials and investors to
immediately begin negotiations over a bilateral trade pact independently of NAFTA. "The goal
of our trip is to build an intense lobby in favor of a free trade accord and convince the Clinton
administration and US legislators to place negotiations with Chile on a fast track," said Jose Antonio
Guzman, president of the Production and Trade Confederation. If the executive submits a bill for
approval through the "fast track," it would speed up the entire legal process since the fast track
prohibits any congressional alterations to the proposed legislation and forces Congress to simply
accept or reject the bill. The Chilean tour dubbed "Chile Week" (Semana de Chile) will include
conferences specially designed for US officials and investors on business opportunities in Chile,
combined with overviews of that country's free trade policies and explanations of Chile's emerging
trade accords with other Latin American nations. Representatives from Chile's finance, mining,
and service sectors will join the delegation, along with top-level cabinet officials, such as Finance
Minister Alejandro Foxley. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the enthusiasm among most Chilean
business sectors, some trade disputes with the US could hamper free trade negotiations. In a recent
report, for example, the US government criticized Chile's system of fixed minimum and maximum
prices for agricultural goods as protectionism, and accused Chile of subsidizing forestry production
and some other agricultural sectors. In another trade dispute, Chile's three national airlines Lan
Chile, Ladeco, and Fast Air accused US air carriers United Airlines and American Airlines of
attempting to monopolize the local market. Both companies are planning a major expansion of
flights between the US and Chile. United plans a change in two phases. In May, its four weekly
flights from Miami via Buenos Aires would be changed to Miami-Santiago direct flights, and in
October, it would begin offering daily Miami-Santiago flights. American Airlines plans to double
its seven weekly direct flights by June, while maintaining another seven flights via Buenos Aires.
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Increasing the frequency of flights implies fewer passengers for each flight and greater difficulty
in covering costs, since experts predict the occupancy rate will fall from 60% to 38% if the plans by
United and American are implemented. The local Chilean companies fear the competition will push
them out of business. "The changes are a feature of free competition," said Leonardo Diaz, United's
general manager for Chile. "United has the right to fly with the same frequency as Chilean airlines."
The Chilean companies counter, however, that the US firms are arguing for "equal flight frequency"
among unequal companies, foreshadowing potentially bitter conflicts when the US and Chile begin
free trade negotiations. Said one Chilean airline spokesperson, "Competition between some giant
companies and other small ones makes the concept of free competition a joke." [Sources: Enterprise
for the Americas Initiative Bulletin, 04/21/93; Notimex, 04/22/93; Agence France-Presse, 04/22/93,
04/23/93; South Pacific Mail (Chile), 04/24/93; La Epoca (Chile), 04/21/93, 04/25/93; La Nacion (Chile),
04/25/93]
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